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Good news! Deal Detective is now sleuthing out new deals every week. Look for a new case every Thursday. Dear Mary Jane, Luck is on your side. If there is one place where you can pretty much always find a good deal, it is the city of sins. And with this time at the beginning of the new year, there are also a lot of new proposals to sort out. United Vacations has just announced a
$100 discount on airfare and hotel vacations when you stay at a participating Las Vegas hotel (including Bellagio, Caesar's Palace, MGM Grand, Mirage, and Venetian, among others) and use the VEGAS promo code when checking out. You will also receive a $100 gift certificate for future trips to any United Vacations destination after you book. Book by February 15. Southwest
Vacations has a $75-off deal for a specific property-Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino when you book flights inclusive of staying three nights or longer. To do this, you need to book by January 10 and travel from January 13 to March 29. If you are a do-it-yourself type, you can price out airfares and hotel components separately and see which goes for the best value for money.
Currently, the Southwest and American are offering sales that include Las Vegas from various cities leaving. I also always check Vegas.com which - in addition to the usual hotel airfare offers - is a good place to find things to do promotions and ways to save once you arrive, such as show discounts and always useful free monorail rides. Need help finding a deal for your next trip?
Please email me your request. Keep in mind that because of the large number of requests I receive, I cannot personally respond to each email. The more persuasive your question is, the more likely you are to be selected for the upcoming case. All prices, dates and booking details listed here were valid at the time of publication. Since then, some information may have changed.
We manually select everything we recommend and select items through testing and reviews. Some products are sent to us for free without incentives to offer a favorable review. We offer our objective views and do not accept compensation for consideration of products. All items are in stock and the prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our
links, we can earn a commission. Flights $Usth flights $GlobalTravel.com vacation $299 GlobalTravel.com hotel $299 Regent Seven Seas Cruises Cruise $10,299 Displaying all articles labeled: Pilot Pete SucksThe Bachelor is over, but he continues to confirm this fact over and over again. Let's see what The Bachelor was up to ToPeter continues to be the dirty boy who lives for
the drama. Is this how it all ends? Summary of the messy Bachelor finale. Bachelor Air their grievancesA summary of The Bachelor, episode 10: Women tell everyone. Your grandparents may be on BachelorABC to put out a casting call for contestants 65 and older. Would you welcome this man into your home? The Bachelor summary, episode eight. Hometowns! Peter Peter
FunA summary of The Bachelor, episode seven. Peter Horny for the Tear Women recap of this week's episode of The Bachelorette. It was ever's worst pool party for The Bachelor, week three. The Bachelor Nation's 9/18/2019 Bachelor Got Talking About Sexual Assault Rights at OnceCaelynn Miller-Case opened up about Colton Underwood's sexual assault in college. A few
laurens 3/7/2018 All the dramas from the finale of The Bachelor last night, explained For the Times, the series actually delivered its promise of the most dramatic ending in The Bachelor story. I think about it a lot: The Pool scene in The Bachelor Season 13 finaleEvery one season of The Bachelor claims to be the most dramatic in the show's history, but Jason Mesnick actually
was. I love my short-haired Bachelor ContestantAs teen, I've often teased my friends for my attraction to girls on the shorthair side. The 10/30/2017 Bachelorette is being sued for sexual harassment Bycy Steenhoek claims her colleagues asked graphic questions about her sex life. Bachelor in Paradise 8/15/2017 Why are you watching this? Bachelor in Paradise gives viewers
summer fun at the expense of a young woman. Bachelor in Paradise 7/17/2017 The New Bachelor in Paradise Trailer is here, and this BadIt includes a video of a cute crab crawling out of a margarita glass, and an audio of a woman screaming. Corinne Olympios speaks on The Bachelor in Paradise Scandal: I'm a Victim This is her first allegation of misconduct that shut down
production on the show. Report: The Bachelor in Paradise star says she hasn't consented to sexual misconduct on The Bachelor's Paradise set. What kind of misconduct happened on The Bachelor's Paradise set? People report that there may have been non-consensual sexual contact. Bachelor Break 5/15/2017 Wellness Theories 5/4/2017 Corinne Olympios on Napping,
Cheese Pasta, and Stay Healthy on The Bachelor You See Some of the Girls Gain a Little Weight by the End of the Season. Bachelor Chris Soules has reportedly been arrested after the fatal CrashHe was reportedly booked on charges of leaving the scene with a death. Make America Corinne Again 4/5/2017 Bachelorette 3/14/2017 Load More Vega may be available in the
countries listed below. The match ingredient for Vega Ozagrel Ozagrel hydrochloride (derived from Ozagrel) is reported as a Vega ingredient in the following countries: Sildenafil Sildenafil is reported as a Vega ingredient in the following countries: Important Notice: Drugs.com international database is in beta release. This means that it is still under development and may contain
inaccuracies. It is not intended as a substitute for the examination and judgment of your doctor, pharmacist or other medical professional. It should not be construed as pointing out that the use of any drug in any country is safe, For you. Consult your doctor before taking any medications. For more information, contact your doctor to make sure that the information on this page is
relevant to your personal circumstances. Medical failure ← name drug search for some guys, a stag party chance on the last wild night - or weekend - on the town. But not every soon-to-be-married man wants to celebrate, indulging in strippers, gambling, and drunken shenanigans. As the average age of marriage crept up - the typical guy who marries 29 - the more likely it is that
the groom and his friends have put their debauchery days behind them. We've all been to Vegas together a few times. No one was excited for it anymore. Everyone had in the past that point in their lives, Heath Ward, who had his stag party in Iceland, where he and his friends went snowmobiled on a glacier, told the Huffington Post Canada. People would rather spend money on
something that is a little more worth it. Fortunately, there are many options for guys who would prefer a more adult stag party. If you're a engaged person or the best person tasked with organizing a weekend guy, here are five memorable places to consider. 1. Skiing in the Vale Mountains in Vail Doug Pensinger/Getty Images Vail is the largest ski resort in North America. While the
main draw is skiing, obviously there are also plenty of restaurants, brewpubs (like Vale Ale House) and nightlife (like the Red Lion) to keep you entertained when you're not on the slopes. Vale is not about being wild, it's about having a phenomenal time, Patricia McNamara, director of sales and marketing at the Sonnenalp resort, told the Huffington Post. Wild and Vale don't go
together in the same sentence. 2. Sports fishing in the Florida Keys Dock in Florida Source: iStock Head to the southernmost point in the U.S. and plan a trip with one of the many local companies that offer offshore fishing charters. The community of Islamorada is known as the sporting fishing capital of the world and you will find plenty of local fishermen who can take you on half-
day, day or evening trips to catch tuna, marlin, sailboat, swordfish and more. Many local restaurants even cook your catch for you as soon as you get back on dry land. 3. Oktoberfest in Munich Celebration oktoberfest Johannes Simon/Getty Images Beer budgeters with international travel should visit Munich during the legendary Oktoberfest celebration in the city, which CNN has
named one of the best stag parties in the world. Beer from six local breweries is served in more than a dozen tents, as well as a tent with local wine plus plenty of hearty German cuisine (bratwurst, pretzels, etc.) to help you soak up all that beer you drink (6.7 million litres were served in 2013.) 4. Live Music at austin Concert at Austin Venue (En) Roger Kisby/Getty Images for
Tumblr This The city calls itself the living music capital of the world, so if the future fiance is the kind of guy who prides himself on knowing who the next hip band is before anyone else, you can't go wrong with Austin. You can visit in March south by southwest or in October at the Austin City Limits Festival, but with hundreds of concert venues like Austin Music Hall, a hole in the
wall, and a continental club, you're sure to discover a great new band when you visit. 5. Golf at Scottsdale Scottsdale Golf Course on a sunny day Source: Fairmont Scottsdale via Facebook Scottsdale/Phoenix area is home to nearly 200 courses as well as 330 sunny days a year, making it the perfect place if your idea of a perfect pre-spring weekend includes kick links. Staying at
one of the area's many resorts, like Phoenician or Fairmont Scottsdale, is both among the top 75 golf resorts in the US by Golf Digest. Both are also home to top-rated restaurants and bars, so you can retreat after a day of golf without worrying about finding a taxi home at the end of the night. Follow Megan on Twitter @MeganE_CS more from Culture Cheat Sheet: Leaf: new
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